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s Scott Ellis, head of the
Division of Science, sits in the
temporary office he has occupied in Magruder Hall for the last
couple of years, he can finally
begin thinking about packing up
and moving to the new Division of
Science Office. The Magruder Hall
construction project, which was
divided into three phases that have

spanned the last three years, began
with the addition of square footage
to the south and east sides of the
existing science facility. Then
during Phase II, the south half of
the old building was renovated,
and for the third and final phase,
the north side of the old building
was demolished and replaced.
"While all this construction has

been going on, we've been scooting around," says Ellis. "The old
Division Office had to be abandoned at the end of Phase I
because it was in the renovated
area, so we took over this teaching
lab, and we will move into the new
Division of Science Office this
summer."
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Stepping back in time to when the University
first embarked on the monumental task of
completely renovating and expanding the
existing science facility, one of the main
challenges was the creation of a design that
would promote the exchange of ideas
throughout all four disciplines in the Division
of Science. After several years planning the
design, followed by three years of construction and countless trips of moving, the end
result is shaping up to be just that.

The new Magruder Hall marks a huge step
forward in the creation of a gathering place
for all agriculture, biology, chemistry and
physics students and faculty members. In
addition, it provides a modern teaching and
learning environment to help prepare
students for their futures.
Prior to the recent overhaul, the existing
science facility was made up of the original
part of the building that was completed back
in 1955, in addition to a south wing that had
been added in 1967. While the building,
formerly known as Science Hall and
renamed Magruder Hall in honor of former
University President Jack Magruder, served
the University for many years, the functionality of the building changed tremendously as

The new Magruder Hall marks
a huge step forward in the
creation of a gathering place
for all agriculture, biology,
chemistry and physics
students and faculty members.
Truman's mission evolved. For example, the
number of students pursuing science and
related fields of study practically doubled
between 1985 and 1999.

Following an architectural technique found in several other
renovated buildings on campus, the designers blended the
traditional style with the new design so that this former
exterior wall now borders a corridor inside the building.

8

Consequently, more space was needed and
after major construction wraps up this
summer, the $26 million facility, funded in
large part by a $22 million state appropriation, will provide nearly 100,000 net square
feet of space — practically double the size of
old Magruder Hall — for the disciplines of
agriculture, biology, chemistry and physics.
The project also includes plans for enhancing the University Farm that call for the
replacement of barns and construction of a
new classroom and office building.
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Opening Up the Lines of Communication
As the final pieces of the construction project fall into place, an
ongoing theme can be seen
throughout the new science facility
that promises to bring learning to a
new level. Today, educational environments that foster the exchange
of ideas among various disciplines
are becoming more and more
popular. This is especially true for
a liberal arts and sciences university like Truman that strives to
produce well-rounded graduates.
In the old building, the science
disciplines were more or less
isolated from one another — and
in some cases not even located in
the same building. The new facility
was specifically designed to bring
all of Truman's science disciplines
together to encourage the flow of
communication within all four.
Michael Seipel, associate professor
of agriculture, is looking forward to
moving from Barnett Hall to
Magruder Hall this summer. He
believes that the new science facility will create increased opportunities for cross-disciplinary interaction and collaboration among
faculty and students and support
interdisciplinary efforts such as the
environmental studies minor and
interdisciplinary studies major. "I'm
looking forward to working with
colleagues from biology and chemistry on geographic information
systems (GIS), supported research
pertaining to land use, water quality, watershed mapping, and so
on," says Seipel.

Likewise, Russ Baughman, a
professor of chemistry who is
already located in the new facility,
thinks that having all four science
disciplines under one roof will
enhance communication and
collaboration among the entire
Division of Science. "The discipline
faculty are physically closer
together and this promotes more

"The new Magruder Hall
has already had a very
positive impact on our
classes. . .”
dialog," says Baughman, who feels
that the new facility also enhances
instruction in lectures and labs.
For a school like Truman that
prides itself on the extraordinary

research opportunities it makes
available to its undergraduates,
collaborative lab space for science
students and faculty is a critical
component. Ellis notes that one of
the main enhancements found in
the new facility is the increased
space devoted to student-faculty
labs. "We now have research space
for every faculty member," says
Ellis, adding that some faculty
members have individual research
labs, while others share labs, and
that all the labs were specifically
designed to include room for
students. In addition to 22 teaching
labs, there are now 59
faculty/student research labs.
"The new Magruder Hall has
already had a very positive impact
on our classes and undergraduate
research communities," says Jeffrey

When the third
and final phase of
the Magruder Hall
construction project wraps up this
summer, Scott
Ellis, head of the
Division of
Science, will be
moving from the
temporary office
he has occupied
for the last two
years, to the new
Division of
Science Office.
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Osborn, professor of biology. "The
laboratories were designed for
collaborative, investigation-based
experiences, in which students
design and test their hypotheses
and experiments." For example,
Osborn points out how the
Botany and Ecology Lab is
directly connected to the new
greenhouse so that students can
easily use the living laboratory for
their projects. "In addition, all
faculty members now have laboratories in which they can mentor
student researcher collaborators,"
says Osborn.

research lab space. "After nearly
30 years, I got my own 'wet' lab,
so I don't have to cobble research
space in teaching labs," says
Baughman, who teaches several

Students like Jennifer McGinnis, a
senior chemistry major from
Chicago, Ill., also appreciate the
transformation that took place in
Magruder Hall. "We have great
space here," says McGinnis, who
is one of nine students working in
the Magruder Hall computational
lab this summer. She and her
fellow students are working with
modeling systems on computers to
answer questions about chemical
processes. "For example, it's nice
to be able to study how to disable
nerve gas on a computer since it's
so toxic," says McGinnis.

chemistry courses. The offices for
the faculty members are intentionally located near their research
labs to encourage further collaboration among staff and students,

Having a science division is
expensive for a university, and
some faculty members, like
Baughman, have been waiting a
long time to get their own

The offices for the
faculty members are
intentionally located
near their research labs
to encourage further
collaboration among
staff and students.

In the new science
facility, the amount
of space devoted to
laboratories was
increased considerably so faculty
members and
students have much
more room to collaborate on research.

once again emphasizing the information-sharing theme that's
repeated throughout the building.
In addition to more lab space, the
new facility bolstered classroom
space which allows the lectures to
be spread out more throughout
the week. "We have several more
classrooms than we had in the old
building and in Barnett Hall, so
we won't be as cramped, and all
lectures will be held in Magruder
Hall," says Ellis. "Another advantage is that we will have new
technology in our classrooms —
hopefully that will all be ready by
August." Magruder Hall also
features four classrooms with a
higher level of technology than
the other eight classrooms, as well
as a 24-computer classroom.
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Blending the Past with the Present
Like several other buildings on
campus that have undergone extensive renovation, a part of the past
can still be seen inside Magruder
Hall. One of the walls that borders
a corridor was formerly an outside
brick wall on the old building.
However, the same brick and
mortar is now an inner wall where
the old building meets the new
section added to the east side. As
students and visitors walk down the
hallway, they might even be able to
conjure up an image of the archway that once formed a tunnel
through the ground floor of old
Science Hall.
One of the more visible enhancements found inside Magruder Hall is
the open design of the building.
During the planning stages, plenty
of open areas and gathering places
were factored into the design as yet
another way to foster contact
among the faculty members and
students.
Each of the four corners of the
building features a casual sitting
area on the third floor - one for
each of the four science disciplines.
"There are a lot of informal areas,
not only on the third floor, but a lot
of other areas where students can
interact informally with each other,
as well as with faculty," says Ellis.
"We wanted students to be able to
come in and sit down and talk or
use computers without having to
ask permission."
Magruder Hall also houses a Cyber
Café, which was funded in large

part thanks to
some of the
Truman Parents
Council annual
fundraising projects. "The Cyber
Café is located
near our
computer classroom, and it's an
open area that
will have soft
seating and
The designers factored in plenty of space for informal areas that contain comfortable seating and
some tables, as
easy access to computers for students.
well as some
computers for
student use,"
the entire Truman community. "It
says Ellis. The area will likely
include high-end vending machines, will have a science function, but it
will also be a place for community
and it could also provide space for
other activities. "If a student organi- groups to come, and all faculty
members that need to present
zation wants to raise money and
something in digital format could
sell donuts or bagels, we could set
also use it," says Ellis. "We can put
them up in there," says Ellis.
stars and planets on the dome, but
we can also put artwork or cell
The facility features several named
structures for biology class or illuslaboratories including the Dr. John
Black Teaching Laboratory, the Jack trations of Egyptian pyramids and
project them on the dome so that
Magruder Chemistry Teaching
folks can look at them on reclining
Laboratory, and the Beta Tau
chairs."
Delta/Mary Evelyn Thurman
Chemistry Lab that were all funded
To celebrate the completion of the
by contributions to the Magruder
new science facility, a Magruder
Hall Campaign. During that same
Hall Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony will
campaign, Chris Geisert ('92) and
be held Oct. 22 during
Kara (Tuck) Geisert ('93) matched
Homecoming weekend. Alumni,
donations made by young alumni
parents and friends are invited to
to help fund the Chris and Kara
take a tour of the new science facilGeisert/Young Alumni Computer
ity at that time. "Come and see the
Classroom.
new Magruder Hall," says Ellis. "We
are delighted to have a chance to
Other special facilities include a
planetarium/multimedia theater that show off the building."
Ellis sees as a campus resource for
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